Marine species in the Indo-Pacific have ranges that can span thousands of kilometers, yet studies 3 increasingly suggest that mean larval dispersal distances are less than historically assumed. Gene 4 flow across these ranges must therefore rely to some extent on larval dispersal among 5 intermediate "stepping-stone" populations in combination with long-distance dispersal far 6 beyond the mean of the dispersal kernel. We evaluate the strength of stepping-stone dynamics by 7 employing a spatially explicit biophysical model of larval dispersal in the tropical Pacific to 8 construct hypotheses for dispersal pathways. We evaluate these hypotheses with coalescent 9 models of gene flow among high-island archipelagos in four neritid gastropod species. Two of 10 the species live in the marine intertidal, while the other two are amphidromous, living in 11 freshwater but retaining pelagic dispersal. Dispersal pathways predicted by the biophysical model 12 were strongly favored in 16 of 18 tests against alternate hypotheses. In regions where 13 connectivity among high-island archipelagos was predicted as direct, there was no difference in 14 gene flow between marine and amphidromous species. In regions where connectivity was 15 predicted through stepping-stone atolls only accessible to marine species, gene flow estimates 16 between high-island archipelagos were significantly higher in marine species. Moreover, one of 17 the marine species showed a significant pattern of isolation-by-distance consistent with stepping-18 stone dynamics. While our results support stepping-stone dynamics in Indo-Pacific species, we 19 also see evidence for non-equilibrium processes such as range expansions or rare long-distance 20 dispersal events. This study couples population genetic and biophysical models to help to shed 21 light on larval dispersal pathways. 22 It has long been believed that disjunct populations of broadly distributed marine species 25 maintain genetic and demographic coherence through dispersal of planktonic larvae on ocean 26 currents (Thorson 1950; Scheltema 1971) . However, over the last decade a new paradigm has 27 emerged in which the majority of larval dispersal 1 is thought to be much more spatially limited 28 (Cowen et al. 2000; Swearer et al. 2002) . There is mounting evidence that many species retain 29 some proportion of their larvae within local populations (Jones et al. 1999; Swearer et al. 1999; 30 Jones et al. 2005; Almany et al. 2007) , and estimates of dispersal distance from direct and 31 indirect methods suggest that larvae consistently disperse on smaller spatial scales than expected 32
based on their pelagic larval duration (PLD; Barber et al. 2000; Palumbi 2003 ; Kinlan and Gaines 33 2003; Taylor & Hellberg 2003; Shanks 2009). 34 At the same time, many marine species have remarkably large ranges, demonstrating a 35 clear potential for gene flow and biogeographic dispersal across enormous distances (Mora et al. 36 2012 ). In the Indo-Pacific, a biogeographic region that spans two oceans from East Africa to 37 Easter Island (Ekman 1953; Spalding et al. 2007 ), many neritic marine species have distributions 38 with maximum linear distances well over 10,000 km (Roberts et al. 2002; Lester & Ruttenberg 39 2005) , with individual populations on islands or continental shelves separated by large expanses 40 of open ocean. Nevertheless, many neritic Indo-Pacific species have little or no genetic structure 41 and share mtDNA haplotypes across large portions of their ranges (Craig et al. 2007; Crandall et 42 al. 2008; Horne et al. 2008; Reece et al. 2010; Eble et al. 2011). 43 Indo-Pacific if the scale of larval dispersal is two orders of magnitude less? One part of the 45 solution to this apparent enigma is that between 1 and 10 effective migrants per generation can 46 limit genetic differentiation between two populations (as measured by F ST ; Wright 1931; Lowe 47 and Allendorf 2010). Therefore, even a few successful larvae may provide sufficient genetic 48 connectivity across broad spatial scales over evolutionary time (Waples 1998; Hedgecock et al. 49 2007) . A second part of the answer lies in the probabilistic nature of larval dispersal. The 50 distances traveled by the larvae released from a given locality can be modeled as a probability 51 distribution (the dispersal kernel). For timescales greater than ~40 years, the number of 52 oceanographically independent releases of larvae will create a relatively smooth and anisotropic 53 dispersal kernel, the mean and variance of which is primarily determined by the mean velocity of 54 the current and its fluctuating components, (summarized as eddy diffusion), the pelagic larval 55 duration (PLD) of the larvae, mortality in the plankton, and adult fecundity (Largier 2003; Siegel 56 et al. 2003) . Although average dispersal may be limited, a small proportion of larvae will always 57 disperse far beyond the mean, potentially providing enough gene flow to maintain genetic 58 cohesion even at large distances over evolutionary time scales (i.e. leptokurtic long-distance 59 dispersal, Case II LDD; Kinlan et al. 2005) . Moreover, it may be that stochastic events at various 60 temporal and spatial scales can create dispersal events that go far beyond what can be modeled 61 (Richmond 1990; Lessios & Robertson 2006; Siegel et al. 2008) . 62
While dispersal of a small proportion of exceptional larvae may help promote genetic 63 connectivity across broad ranges of the ocean, an additional important factor is the existence of 64 intermediate "stepping-stones"-areas of available adult habitat that provide generational 65 layovers between the end of one dispersal event and the beginning of another. The existence of a 66 5 potent biogeographic break at the "Eastern Pacific Barrier", a 5000 km wide region of the Pacific 67 that lacks any sort of shallow-water habitat (Ekman 1953; Vermeij 1987) demonstrates that there 68 are limits to the maximum larval dispersal distance of most species, and that the absence of 69 stepping-stone populations can represent a significant barrier to dispersal and gene flow (but see 70 Lessios & Robertson 2006 for species that cross even this barrier). 71
Evidence for stepping-stone facilitated dispersal in the marine environment comes from a 72 number of species of fish, crustaceans, and echinoderms where populations spanning the Indo-73
Pacific region exhibit a pattern of isolation by distance (IBD) at various spatial scales (Nishida & 74 Lucas 1988; Lavery et al. 1996; Palumbi et al. 1997; Williams & Benzie 1998; Planes & 75 Fauvelot 2002; Thacker 2004; DeBoer et al. 2008; Pinsky et al. 2010) , consistent with the 76 predictions that alleles must pass through intermediate stepping-stone populations over several 77 generations (Wright 1943; Kimura & Weiss 1964) . However, the detection of IBD is relatively 78 rare; no more than 200 cases have been found out of thousands of studies on marine population 79 genetics Weersing & Toonen 2009; Selkoe & Toonen 2011). 80 Conversely, many other studies from the Indo-Pacific support non-equilibrium expansions or rare 81 long-distance dispersal events that directly link distant populations, often causing genetic data to 82 depart from expectations of stepping-stone gene flow (e.g. Benzie & Williams 1997; Bernardi et 83 al. 2001; Lessios et al. 2003; Kirkendale & Meyer 2004; Craig et al. 2007; Eble et al. 2011). 84 Thus, while empirical studies seemingly provide evidence for both processes, the relative 85 importance of long distance dispersal and stepping-stones in maintaining connectivity in marine 86 species remains unclear. 87
An ideal test of the importance of stepping-stones would be to compare gene flow across 88 a common environment in a set of species that are similar in dispersal characteristics but differ 89 F o r R e v i e w O n l y 6 greatly in their adult habitats such that stepping-stones for some taxa are uninhabitable for others. 90
The gastropod family neritidae provides such a comparison. Neritid snails occur abundantly 91 throughout the tropics and include both marine and freshwater genera (Holthuis 1995) . 92
Interestingly, most of the freshwater lineages have retained a dispersive, planktotrophic marine 93 larval stage (i.e. they are amphidromous; McDowall 2007) . Weakly swimming veliger larvae 94 from both marine and amphidromous lineages have a PLD that is estimated to be from 55 to 95 more than 90 days (Scheltema 1971; Underwood 1975; Holthuis 1995; Kano 2006) , and genetic 96 studies confirm that larvae from amphidromous lineages are capable of pelagic dispersal across 97
broad expanses of open ocean (Hodges & Allendorf 1998; Myers et al. 2000; Crandall et al. 98 2010). In the South Pacific, neritid larvae are much more likely to encounter a reef or atoll than a 99 high island with freshwater streams, and as such there are more stepping stones to facilitate 100 dispersal in marine species than amphidromous species. Therefore, if stepping-stones are 101 important to genetic connectivity, gene flow should be greater between populations of marine 102 neritids than between those of amphidromous neritids. 103
The first step in testing the effect of stepping-stones on gene flow is making clear 104 predictions for regions where stepping-stones will be important, based on a dispersal kernel for 105 the target species. A variety of biophysical models have been developed for this purpose by 106 integrating physical ocean data (currents) and larval biology (Cowen et al. 2006; Treml et al. 107 2008; Mitarai et al. 2009 ). Some have been used, with varying degrees of success, to predict the 108 often chaotic patterns of genetic structure in the sea (as measured by F ST , Nei's D, or clustering 109 algorithms; Galindo et al. 2006; Selkoe et al. 2010; White et al. 2010; Foster et al. 2012). 110 However, genetic structure is sensitive to many other factors at the population and community 111 levels (Hedrick 2005; Selkoe et al. 2010, Faurby and Barber 2012) and is often a poor proxy for 112 an explicit population genetic model over a large sample of possible genealogies (Kuhner 2009). 115 Because they are based in a probabilistic coalescent framework, these programs also offer the 116 possibility of model selection and an appropriate assessment of error, which makes them ideal for 117 testing predictions from biophysical models over long timescales. 118
In this study we use coalescent models of gene flow to investigate the relative importance 119 of long-distance dispersal and stepping-stones in facilitating genetic cohesion among populations 120 of widely distributed snail species in the Indo-Pacific. To this end, we employ a biophysical 121 model of larval dispersal potential in the tropical Pacific to construct a network of most probable 122 dispersal pathways among South Pacific high island archipelagos. We test this hypothetical 123 matrix against alternatives, and then use Bayesian estimates of migration parameters to compare 124 levels of gene flow among two marine and two amphidromous species from the neritidae. In 125 regions where the biophysical model predicts connectivity between high islands (which contain 126 freshwater habitat) through a single dispersal event, we expect to see high rates of gene flow in 127 all four species. In regions where the model predicts that dispersal events must pass through one 128 or more intermediate atoll stepping-stones that lie between sampled populations, we expect to see 129 of both marine species are found at high densities (~ 10/m 2 ) only on rocky intertidal substrate 145 (Vermeij 1971) , while adults of the amphidromous species are found at high densities (> 20/m 2 ) 146 in streams or estuaries (Liu & Resh 1997 ). Since they live almost exclusively on rock substrate, 147 none of the species are subject to rafting events, meaning that pelagic larvae are likely their only 148 means of dispersal. 149 150
Biophysical Model 151
We used a spatially explicit model of larval dispersal in the South Pacific (Treml et al. in 152 press) to construct a hypothesis of potential dispersal pathways for the region highlighting where, Pacific on the ocean currents derived from the 12.5 km 2 Regional Ocean Modeling System 159 (Wang & Chao 2004 ). An advection transport algorithm (Smolarkiewicz & Margolin 1998) was 160 used to disperse the larval cloud through the ocean currents (see Treml et al. in press for model 161 framework). Both marine and freshwater neritid species have been observed to lay eggs at highest 162 densities during Austral Spring (Underwood 1975; Resh et al. 1992 ), so we modeled larval 163 dispersal from October through December. The larval cloud was allowed to drift with weak 164 swimming ability and no homing behavior for a maximum pelagic larval duration (PLD) of up to 165 90 days (Underwood 1975; Holthuis 1995; Kano 2006) . To explore potential inter-annual 166 variability in ocean currents, we completed simulations using current velocities from an El Niño 167 (1997) and a La Niña (1999) year, as well as from a 'neutral' year (2001) . 168
We used the results of these dispersal simulations to quantify the dispersal probabilities 169 from each locality to every other locality over time, where the dispersal probability is the 170 probability of a larva arriving at a downstream habitat patch after being released from a source 171 patch. Dispersal probabilities from all three years were combined and weighted to quantify the 172 maximum likelihood that larvae could pass between sample sites either directly or via 173 intermediate stepping-stones during any ENSO state (see methods in Treml et al. 2008) . We 174 explored potential dispersal probabilities using a realistic larval mortality coefficient of 6% per 175 day (Rumrill 1990; Johnson & Shanks 2003; Nishikawa & Sakai 2005) . We tracked dispersal 176 probabilities greater than 1 × 10 -12 or 1 out of a trillion larvae released per generation from the 177 upstream site. This extremely low threshold reflects the sensitivity of genetic structure to even 178 small amounts of gene flow (0.1 to 10 female migrants per generation; Lowe and Allendorf Table 1 ) ensure that we sampled as much intra-archipelagic variation as 191 possible, and avoided potential Wahlund effects when analyzing gene flow among archipelagos. 192
We ran a preliminary analysis on each dataset using Arlequin 3.1 (Excoffier et al. 2005) 193 to estimate minimum spanning trees and measure standard diversity indices and pairwise Φ ST and 194 F ST , as well as Fu's F s test of neutrality (Fu 1997 To evaluate empirical evidence for the dispersal pathways predicted by the biophysical 203 model against alternative models in a Bayesian model-selection framework, we set up five to 204 seven models of the structured coalescent for each species using the Bayesian implementation of 205 Migrate 3.2.6 (Beerli & Felsenstein 2001) . The stepping-stone migration matrix for the initial 206 model followed predictions from the biophysical model (Figure 2a ). A migration parameter (m/µ, 207 where m is the fraction of migrants and µ is the mutation rate) between two sampled archipelagos 208 was estimated if the biophysical model predicted that it would provide the smallest number of 209 steps between them and each step had a dispersal probability greater than 1 × 10 -12 (see above). 210 Where the biophysical model indicated connectivity in both directions between archipelagos, we 211 added migration parameters for both directions. Each sampled archipelago had an independent Θ 212 (=N e µ) parameter. Because unsampled populations can have an unpredictable effect on parameter 213 estimation (Beerli 2004; Slatkin 2005) , we included a "ghost" population that contained no 214 genetic data. This population had constant Θ = 1.0, and exchanged migrants with Western Pacific 215 populations at a constant rate of m/µ = 100 (an expected value of 25 female migrants per 216 generation). 217
We tested simpler and more complex alternatives to the hypothesis of stepping-stone gene 218 flow predicted by the biophysical model by setting up alternate migration matrices in Migrate. 219
For all four species we tested simpler models of panmixia (a single Θ parameter) and an island 220 model (all populations share a single mean estimate of Θ and exchange genes with all other 221 populations at the same mean rate). We also tested migration models that excluded all migration 222 parameters running from west to east, against the prevailing flow of the South Equatorial Current, 223 even though these connections were predicted to be possible under the biophysical model. For N. 224 12 plicata and N. canalis, we also tested the possibility of an additional connection (not predicted by 225 the biophysical model, but suggested by previous analyses in both species; Crandall et al. 2008, 226 2010) between the Marquesas and Samoa that did not run through the Society Islands (Figure 2b , 227 parameter L). Finally, we tested the most general model of migration under which we made 228 independent estimates of Θ and pairwise gene flow among all sampled populations (diagrams of 229 all models are given in Supp. Figure S1 ). 230
The Bayesian version of Migrate uses Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo 231 methods (MC 3 ) to sample over all possible genealogies given a model and the data and returns 232 posterior distributions for each parameter that reflect how often each parameter value was visited 233 (Beerli 2006) . We ran Migrate analyses under an F84 mutational model, the parameters of which 234
were determined for each species on a neighbor-joining tree by PAUP* 4.b10 (Supp . Table S2 , 235 Swofford 2002) . After several exploratory runs, we chose a windowed exponential prior for Θ 236 and m/µ, the bounds of which are given in Table S2 . We conducted MC 3 searches of parameter 237 space using four chains with relative temperatures of 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, and 10000.0. The marginal 238 likelihood of each model (i.e. L(Model i ) = P(Data|Model i ) was calculated using the 239 thermodynamic integration method implemented in Migrate (Beerli & Palczewski 2010) which 240 takes advantage of the large area of parameter space searched by the four chains. We calculated 241
Log Bayes Factors (LBF) for each model i as 2(ln(L i ) -(ln(L a )), where L a was the highest 242 marginal likelihood and interpreted them following Kass and Raftery (1995) . 243
For each species and model we ran two replicates using Markov chains of 20 to 200 244 million steps, which sampled 1 out of every 200 iterations. The outputs from these replicate runs 245
were checked for convergence in Tracer 1.5 (Rambaut & Drummond 2007) values reached a plateau. Models that had the highest marginal likelihoods for each species were 248 run a third time, and the trimmed output files were merged using LogCombiner 1.6.1, part of the 249 BEAST software package (Drummond et al. 2012) . Within each logfile, we created the parameter 250 N e m as the product of the values for Θ = N e µ and m/µ for each sampled step. Modified logfiles 251 were then analyzed by using Tracer to estimate 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals for 252 each parameter and estimate effective sample sizes (ESS) to determine whether the chains had 253 mixed sufficiently. 254 255
Comparison of Gene Flow Across Stepping-Stones in Marine and Amphidromous Species 256
To test the hypothesis that marine species will have higher rates of gene flow than 257 amphidromous species across regions requiring atoll stepping-stones we considered what fraction 258 of the proportion of migration (m/µ) posteriors were greater in the marine species for these 259 regions. We used the sample function in R 2.11.1 (2010) to take 10,000 random samples of the 260 m/µ parameters from the posterior distributions generated for each species by Migrate for the 261 biophysical-based model (we did not use N e m here, to avoid correlations arising from 262 incorporation of N e ). We divided each random sample of m/µ values into 6 groups: 1) the 263 proportion of migrants across stepping-stone atolls in marine species (n=5), 2) the proportion of 264 migrants across stepping-stone atolls in amphidromous species (n=3), 3) the proportion of 265 migrants directly exchanged between high-island archipelagos in marine species (n=13), 4) the 266 proportion of migrants directly exchanged between high-island archipelagos in amphidromous 267 species (n=6), 5) a random selection from m/µ values in all 4 species (n=5), 6) another random 268 (n=5). We made all possible combinations of values from a given 269 sampling operation and tested the above stated hypothesis by simply taking the difference of 270 values between group 1 (marine) and group 2 (amphidromous). The fraction of differences for 271 which marine gene flow is higher than amphidromous gene flow can be taken as the probability 272 that gene flow in marine species is higher across stepping-stone regions. We further tested the 273 hypothesis that direct gene flow between high island archipelagos is greater in marine species 274 than it is in amphidromous species by taking the difference of group 3 (marine) and group 4 275 (amphidromous). We represented the "null" hypothesis that there is no difference between marine 276 and amphidromous groups by taking the difference between group 5 (random) over group 6 277 (random), and tested for significant differences from this null distribution using a one-tailed 278
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in R. 279
280
Stepping-Stone Gene Flow in Nerita plicata and Nerita albicilla 281
To determine whether gene flow among Pacific Ocean populations of both marine species 282 conforms to a stepping-stone model, we tested for the expected correlation with distance using 283 posterior distributions of the N e m parameter from the biophysical-based coalescent model in 284
Migrate. We did not perform this test for the amphidromous species because they cannot use 285 intermediate atoll stepping-stones. We tried three different distances for the independent variable. 286
First, we used the geographic distance between the two closest points in each archipelago. We 287 also used the minimum stepping-stone distance between archipelagos, defined as the number of 288 larval dispersal events required to connect two archipelagos with highest probability, as measured 289 from dispersal probability networks derived from the biophysical model (Figure 2a , Supp. Table  290   S3 ). For example, although gene flow between the Marquesas and the Societies is possible in a 291 15 single event with a probability of 9.36 × 10 -11 , it is more probable that it will happen in two 292 dispersal events with joint probability of 3.04 × 10 -6 . Finally, we used the joint probability of 293 dispersal among archipelagos calculated as the sum of alternate routes between archipelagoes, 294 each route being the product of dispersal probabilities across all intermediate stepping-stones 295 (Supp . Tables S2 and S3 ). 296
Continuing in a Bayesian framework, we took 10,000 random samples of N e m parameters 297 from the posterior of both marine species as described above and paired them with the 298 appropriate distances. We then set up 10,000 OLS regressions for the linear equation log 10 (N e m) 299 = a + b(log 10 (distance) using R's lm function. These values were log-transformed due to clear 300 heteroscedasticity in the posteriors for N e m, (Supp. Figure S2 ) and to bring them in line with 301 theoretical expectations (Slatkin 1993) . Before log-transforming, we added 0.0001 to all matrix 302 members that were equal to zero. We used the output of these models to construct posterior 303 distributions for each regression parameter, as well as for the log-likelihood of the model as 304 measured by the logLik.lm function in R. 305
Due to the non-independence of pairwise comparisons of distances, we evaluated the 306 strength and significance of the linear relationship with 10,000 more regressions in which the 307 distances were randomly permuted among N e m parameters, representing a null hypothesis of no 308 relationship of gene flow with distance. This is essentially a Bayesian implementation of a 309
Mantel test. We evaluated the probability that the slope of the linear model is less than zero as the 310 number of instances out of 10,000 for which it was more negative than the slope for the null 311 with multiple star-like polytomies surrounding high-frequency haplotypes (Supp. Figure S2 ). 320
Nerita plicata was exceptional in having two deeply divergent clades, A and B (3.4% average 321 divergence) that occur in a cline across the Pacific, with relatively high frequencies of clade B in 322 the Central Pacific that decline to the west (see results and discussion in Crandall et al. 2008) . 323
Only Nerita plicata and Neritina canalis showed significant pairwise F ST values, and only 324
Neritina canalis showed F ST values greater than 0.01 between archipelagos (Supp. The dispersal probability matrix showed two well-connected regions, one in the Central 330
Pacific and one in the Western Pacific (Figure 2A , Supp. Table S1 ). The most probable dispersal 331 events occur from east to west, following the South Equatorial Current. However, particularly in 332 the Western Pacific region, there is a lesser probability of west-to-east dispersal as well. There 333 were also two east-to-west connections for larval dispersal between the Central and Western 334
Pacific regions, with one dispersal route running through Suwarrow Atoll, and the other running 335 through Niue and the Tongan archipelago. Dispersal networks from individual years show that 336 these connections between the Central and Western Pacific only occur during ocean conditions 337 17 associated with La Niña events. We translated this dispersal probability matrix into two sets of 338 connectivity predictions for the Tropical Pacific, one for the marine neritids and one for the 339 amphidromous neritids ( Figure 2B , Supp. Tables S2 and S3 ). The predictions differed on routes 340
where atoll stepping-stones were required for connectivity. For marine species we calculated the 341 joint probability of dispersal through these stepping-stones as the product of each independent 342 dispersal event, plus the probability of direct dispersal if it was higher than our threshold. For 343 amphidromous species we predicted zero probability of gene flow along these routes due to lack 344 of freshwater habitat on atolls. 345
346

Coalescent Analyses 347
Final model runs for all species took approximately 6528 CPU hours on two dual core 348 desktop iMacs. Replicate runs of each model were very similar for each species, usually 349 converging to within one unit of log-likelihood. In cases where the difference between runs was 350 larger than one log-likelihood unit (mostly for the general model), we reported the higher value. probability for the island model of just over 5%. The migration model delineated by the 363 biophysical model of larval dispersal was also strongly supported over simpler east-to-west-only 364 models (LBF > 6 or favored by odds of > 20 to 1). For the two species with ranges that reach the 365
Marquesas, the addition of a gene flow parameter between the Marquesas and Samoa was very 366 strongly rejected for N. plicata but could not be completely rejected for N. canalis (LBF = 3.53 or 367 relative model probability of about 15%). Finally, a generalized model of migration 368 (independently estimated parameters for all Θ and m parameters) was very strongly rejected for 369 all species (LBF > 50 or odds of 10 10 to 1), although these models did not converge well due to a 370 high number of parameters. Samoa, and models with this gene flow parameter were rejected: strongly for Nerita plicata 382 (model probability 2.02 × 10 -11 ) but inconclusively for N. canalis (model probability 0.15). 383 
Comparison of Gene Flow Across Stepping-Stones in Marine and Amphidromous Species 385
A comparison of m/µ across atoll stepping-stones showed that the two marine species had 386 an 85% probability of having a higher proportion of migrants crossing these regions than did the 387 amphidromous species (Figure 3 ). The modal difference in proportion of migrants between 388 marine and amphidromous species across stepping-stone regions was m/µ = 1027. In regions 389
where direct dispersal was possible between high-island archipelagos, marine species had only a 390 41% probability of having a greater proportion of migrants, which was lower than the 52% 391 probability found between two random vectors of m/µ values. The modal difference in proportion 392 of migrants between marine and amphidromous species across high island archipelago regions 393 was m/µ = -1540. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the difference between marine and 394 amphidromous species was significantly greater than random across stepping-stone regions (p < 395 2.2 × 10 -16 ) but not significantly greater than random across areas where direct dispersal was 396 possible (p = 0.15). 397
398
Stepping-Stone Gene Flow in Nerita plicata and Nerita albicilla 399
The mean regression slopes for log-transformed gene flow in Nerita plicata were close to 400 1 for both the stepping-stone and geographic distances, as predicted for equilibrium gene flow 401 under a one-dimensional stepping-stone model (Figure 4a-d; see figure 9b in Slatkin 1993) . For 402 both distances, there was a 95% probability that the negative relationship was real, (note that 403 these are Bayesian posterior probabilities, rather than frequentist p-values). The posterior 404 distribution of r 2 for the linear models based on stepping-stone distance had a mean value of 0.37 405 and an HPD that ranged between 0.04 and 0.6. The r 2 posterior distribution for models based on 406 Our results provide three distinct lines of evidence that speak to the importance of 414 intermediate stepping-stones in maintaining genetic connectivity across large species ranges in 415 the Indo-Pacific. First, the biophysical model shows that even dispersal events at the very tail of 416 the dispersal kernel are generally only able to span the distance between neighboring 417 archipelagos, and no further (Figure 2a ). The model's predicted dispersal pathways were strongly 418 upheld by the genetic data, which supported these pathways against simpler models of panmixia 419 and island model migration, as well as against more complex models. Second, while all four 420 species had similarly high rates of gene flow in regions where neritid larvae can disperse between 421 high island archipelagos in a single generation, we found that the amphidromous species have 422 significantly lower rates of gene flow than marine species in regions where atoll stepping-stones 423 are required by the biophysical model. Finally, one of the marine species showed a significant 424 decrease in gene flow across stepping-stone regions, as predicted under a model of isolation by 425 distance. We will examine each of these results in turn. Pacific that is often found in marine species distributed across this region (e.g. Palumbi et al. 438 1997; Bernardi et al. 2001; Lessios et al. 2001; Thacker 2004) . The results are also consistent 439 with output from a similar biophysical model, which shows multiple independent voyages 440 required for biogeographic dispersal (colonization) across the Pacific (Mora et al. 2012) . 441
Coalescent models of gene flow in four neritid snail species confirmed the importance of 442 the dispersal pathways identified by the biophysical model, conforming consistently to its 443 predictions, and significantly so in 16 out 18 tests against alternative hypotheses (Table 2) . 444
Models of panmixia were unambiguously rejected, even for the two species that had no 445 significant F ST values. Simple and more general versions of the island model, in which genes are 446 exchanged between all population pairs were also strongly rejected. Interestingly, even simpler 447 models of unidirectional gene flow moving only with the South Equatorial Current from east to 448 west were significantly less probable than the bi-directional set of pathways identified by the 449 biophysical model. Finally, coalescent gene flow estimates were correlated with modeled 450 
Comparing gene flow in marine and amphidromous neritids 454
Although use of a single locus yields large uncertainties in the inference of gene flow 455 (Table 3) there was enough information in the data to distinguish different levels of gene flow 456 among the species. In regions where the biophysical model predicts that larvae can potentially 457 move between high island archipelagos in a single dispersal event, results show no significant 458 difference in the proportions of migrants across four species (Figure 3 ; KS Test p = 0.15). In 459 contrast, when the biophysical model predicted that connectivity between high island 460 archipelagos would require dispersal through atoll stepping-stones, the marine species had 461 significantly higher rates of gene flow than amphidromous species (with a modal difference ~ 462 1000 times greater than the mutation rate; KS Test p < 2.2 × 10 -16 ). In terms of female migrants 463 per generation, the modal values across stepping-stone regions in the marine species was between 464 90 and 208, while modal N e m fell between 1 and 67 in the amphidromous species ( Figure 2C) . 465
These results are generally consistent with our predictions that amphidromous species will have 466 lower gene flow where atoll stepping-stones are required because of the absence of suitable 467 freshwater habitat. 468
However, there were also significant departures from biophysical model predictions that 469 require further examination: (1) both amphidromous species have non-zero gene flow between 470 the Society Islands and Samoa, where the biophysical model predicted the need for atoll 471 stepping-stones, and (2) when we added a migration parameter between the Marquesas and 472 Samoa, where atoll stepping-stones are also predicted to be necessary, it could not be statistically 473 rejected by the N. canalis dataset. These results are somewhat puzzling given that the 474 amphidromous species are not able to use atoll stepping-stones as the intertidal species do. It is 475 certainly possible that the observed gene flow is the residue of incomplete lineage sorting 476 following a colonization event. However, analysis under the Isolation with Migration model (Hey 477 & Nielsen 2004) , which explicitly considers this scenario, was not able to reject migration 478 following the time of population splitting for either species (Crandall et al. 2010) , and modal 479 estimates of east to west gene flow in both species that were similar in both programs (0.5 vs. 1.5 480 migrants per generation in N. canalis and 104 vs 67 migrants per generation for N. dilatatum, for 481 IM and Migrate, respectively). We must therefore consider the possibility that the larvae of these 482 amphidromous species are occasionally able to cross this region in a single dispersal event. 483
Given the multiple instances where amphidromous neritid species had higher rates of 484 gene flow than predicted by the model, an explanation that is common to all of them would be 485 most parsimonious. One potential explanation is that neritid larvae may be able to delay 486 metamorphosis far beyond the 90-day period used in the model. Delayed metamorphosis is a 487 well-documented phenomenon in the planktotrophic larvae of invertebrates (Pechenik 1990; 488 Miller & Hadfield 1994) . Long-distance dispersal through delayed metamorphosis is likely to be 489 somewhat rare because of significant deferred costs to successful recruitment (Highsmith & 490 Emlet 1986; Pechenik 2006; Burgess et al. 2012 ). However, given that gene flow estimates are 491 averaged across millennia, even rare events can significantly impact patterns of genetic exchange. 492
Another potential explanation may lie in variability of currents. ENSO events are highly variable 493 (Quinn et al. 1998) , and current velocities may occasionally exceed those from the three years 494 that were used to drive the physical oceanographic model, decreasing the time required for larvae 495 to cross the area between Central and Western Pacific archipelagos. The combination of these 496 per century) to occur beyond the tails of the dispersal distribution suggested by the biophysical 498 model. Finally, it is important to consider that ocean currents may have been stronger during 499 glacial periods that occurred during the timescale sampled by CO1 mutations (Benzie and 500 Williams 1997) . 501
502
Stepping-Stone Gene Flow in Nerita plicata, but not N. albicilla 503 Gene flow estimates in Nerita plicata were negatively correlated with both geographic 504 and stepping-stone distance suggesting that gene flow in N. plicata can be clearly described by a 505 stepping-stone model (Figure 4 ; Kimura & Weiss 1964; Slatkin 1993) . The slopes for both 506 relationships were close to -1.0, as classically predicted for a one-dimensional stepping-stone 507 model that is at a rough equilibrium between gene flow and genetic drift (Slatkin 1993; Hellberg 508 1995; Hutchison & Templeton 1999) . This isolation-by-distance relationship is relatively 509 uncommon in studies of marine population genetics, where gene flow is usually approximated 510 from pairwise F-statistics, and geographic distance is generally used as a proxy for stepping-stone 511 distance (see Selkoe & Toonen 2011 for a discussion of why IBD may sometimes escape 512 detection). However, our use of a parametric estimate of gene flow, and a stepping-stone distance 513 predicted by the biophysical model comes much closer to theory (See Figure 9b in Slatkin 1993), 514 and shows that a stepping-stone model of gene flow can apply even when genetic structure is too 515 small to be measured by traditional means. 516
The relationship of gene flow with distance is just as clearly absent in N. albicilla, 517
indicating that it is further out of gene flow/drift equilibrium than N. plicata ( Figure 5 ). This 518 inference is supported by the failure to statistically reject the island model of gene flow for this 519 species. This lack of equilibrium suggests that it has expanded its range more recently than N. 520 plicata (see Figure 7 in Slatkin 1993) , which supports the idea that N. albicilla is more sensitive 521 to the environmental fluctuations that occurred during the Last Glacial Maximum. We have 522 suggested this previously as a reason for why N. plicata has apparently maintained gene flow 523 across the Coral Triangle, while N. albicilla has not (Crandall et al. 2008) . 524
The parameters of the regression model for N. plicata provide useful insight into the 525 dispersal kernel averaged over long timescales. From the intercept of the regression on stepping-526 stone distance (Figure 4b) , we can see that there will be an average of 600 effective female 527 migrants/generation between two populations that can be linked by a single larval dispersal event 528
(with confidence intervals between 400 and 1000). From the slope (Figure 4d ), we can project 529 that demes separated by ten stepping-stones will have an effective rate of gene flow of about ten 530 female migrants per generation, which is completely consistent with the absence of measurable 531 genetic structure in Nerita plicata from the Marquesas to Africa (Crandall et al. 2008) . The 532 intercept of the regression on geographic distance (~1 million effective female migrants per 533 generation with confidence intervals of about 2 orders of magnitude on either side) supports our 534 choice of 1 million larvae/km 2 in the biophysical model, while the slope confirms massive 535 reductions in dispersal probability for every extra kilometer dispersed (Buston et al. 2011) , while 536 still allowing for 25 effective female migrants to cross 10,000 km. That the coalescent model in 537
Migrate is able to estimate gene flow higher than ten migrants per generation and reject panmixia 538 when F ST estimators cannot is worthy of further discussion below. 539
Coalescent Estimates of Gene Flow in Marine Species 540
High rates of larval dispersal among Western Pacific archipelagos, as suggested by our 541 biophysical model, can drive down genetic structure, leading to difficulties in estimating gene 542 ST ; Wright, 1931) . However, the island model underlying this conversion makes a number 545 of assumptions, most notably that both populations have the same effective sizes (N e ) and 546 exchange the same proportion of migrants (m) and that F ST is measured without error (Whitlock 547 & McCauley 1999) . Furthermore, high levels of gene flow in marine species can lead to sizable 548 genetic neighborhoods with large effective population sizes that can harbor high levels of genetic 549 diversity (DeWoody & Avise 2000; Palumbi 2004 ). The resultant high diversity at a sampled 550 locus can lower the maximum value of F ST (Hedrick 2005 , Bird et al. 2012 , making it even more 551 difficult to detect population structure without extremely large sample sizes, even though the 552 population is not strictly panmictic. 553
Unlike the traditional method of converting genetic structure into estimates of gene flow, 554 coalescent simulation methods make full use of the genealogical information in sequence data 555 (Slatkin & Maddison 1989) , and can provide an accounting of the uncertainty in the model given 556 the data. Existing models of the structured coalescent (e.g. Beerli & Felsenstein 2001; Hey & 557 Nielsen 2004; Kuhner et al. 2005 ) estimate the two components of N e m separately (scaled by the 558 mutation rate: Θ = N e µ and proportion of migrants = m/µ). It is therefore possible, under the 559 structured coalescent, to estimate relatively high values of N e m, as long as N e >> m >> µ (the 560 diffusion limit, or when many sub-populations contribute to Ne, the "many-demes limit"; 561 Wakeley 2004; Wakeley & Takahashi 2004) . This limit seems to apply for the four species of 562 neritid gastropods in this study, which have a minimum N e of several hundred thousand and a 563 maximum m of 10 -4 . These parameters result in estimates of N e m that are much higher than what 564 27 would be possible using F ST , while still having reasonable confidence intervals in many cases 565 (Table 3) . Thus, while estimates of gene flow from F ST values are poorly suited to data from 566 marine species because of their large effective population sizes, coalescent methods may be able 567 to measure high levels of gene flow (N e m > 10) with greater precision in marine species than in 568 terrestrial species for exactly the same reason. 569
Nevertheless, coalescent models of gene flow are not immune to the effects of non-570 equilibrium gene frequencies resulting from range-expansion. Large 95% HPD intervals for most 571 gene flow parameters (Table 3) in Nerita albicilla and Neripteron dilatatum suggest that both of 572 these species have expanded their ranges more recently than the other two species. This leads to 573 significant uncertainty in gene flow estimates because recent range expansions will mimic high 574 rates of gene flow between distant populations (Slatkin 1993) , and growth tends to push 575 coalescence times towards the root of the genealogical tree (Slatkin & Hudson 1991) . In addition, 576 Kuhner et al. (1998) found a strong correlation between growth rate and Θ, meaning that 577 estimates of Θ in these species are also probably biased upward. Preliminary analysis in 578 LAMARC 2.1.3 (Kuhner 2006 ) confirms that these two species have significantly larger growth 579 rates than Nerita plicata or Neritina canalis (results not shown). The inference of non-580 equilibrium processes is underscored by the absence of a significant relationship of gene flow and 581 any distance metric in N. albicilla, and the failure to reject the island model for this species. Data 582 from additional loci will be required before inferences about growth rate can be made from a 583 structured model of the coalescent. 584
Conclusions 585
Although the importance of intermediate stepping-stones is in many ways intuitively 586 obvious for marine environments (since islands are, after all, the archetype for the population 587 shown that the genetic coherence of neritid species across the Indo-Pacific relies on intermediate 591 stepping-stones in combination with dispersal in the tails of the dispersal kernel (P dispersal ≥ 1 × 592 10 -12 ). However, there also seems to be an important role for range expansions and extremely rare 593 long-distance dispersal events (occurring only a few times per millenium) beyond the scope of 594 the biophysical model. 595
Conclusions for the current coalescent and biophysical models can only be drawn at 596 evolutionary timescales. At ecological timescales (< 40 years), larval dispersal likely occurs at 597 smaller spatial scales, but with even higher variance than depicted here (Siegel et al. 2003 (Siegel et al. , 2008 . 598
However, the approach outlined herein provides a promising new method to empirically evaluate 599 biophysical models of larval dispersal (Werner et al. 2007 ). By setting model predictions of 600 dispersal pathways as explicit hypotheses to be evaluated with empirical genetic data in a 601 probabilistic model, we can identify specific areas of disagreement that will lead to better tuning 602 of one or both of the models. Moreover, the coalescent sampler used here can detect restricted 603 gene flow at levels that would wash out a traditional approach based on F ST , and provide 604 confidence intervals that are appropriate to the data. As next-generation sequencing technology 605 makes available genetic data from hundreds of loci, there is an exciting prospect for increasingly 606 precise estimation of parameters in both the coalescent and biophysical models that will 607 eventually be of direct utility to managers of marine reserve networks. {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}  m = {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J 
